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High Voltage Capacitor Units

l Applicable Standards
- ANSI/IEEE
- NEMA
- IEC
l Single Phase Units
- 25 kVAR to 1000 kVAR
l 3 Phase units
- 300 kVAR and 400 kVAR
l Voltage Range
- 2,400 Volts to 25,000 Volts
- 50 Hz and 60 Hz
l Lowest Reported Field Electrical
Failure
- <.03%
l Lowest Reported Field Leak Rate
- <.05%
l For Increased Durability and Tolerance
of Harmonics and Transients:
- Low Stress & Heavy Duty
Designs
l Only Manufacturer to Produce its
Own Dielectric Film
l Multilingual Nameplates
- Available by Request
l Largest US Supplier of Capacitor
Units for:
- Series & Substation Banks
l Worlds Largest Capacitor Manufacturing Facility

GE Industrial Systems

The GE Film-Foil Capacitor
BIRD CAPS offer increased protection from outages caused by wildlife.
HEX TERMINAL NUT of brass will strip before damage occurs to stud or bushing, should excessive
torque be applied. Nuts are also easily replaced.
TWO STAINLESS-STEEL BELLEVILLE WASHERS provide constant spring pressure of 1000 pounds,
forcing connectors to follow cold flow of conductors. Flattening of washers visually indicates a secure
connection.
PARALLEL-GROOVE CONNECTORS of tin-plated cast electrical bronze accommodate copper or
aluminum conductors from #10 solid to #1 stranded permit connection without threading or
disassembling hardware.
HALF INCH SOLID TERMINAL STUDS machined from tough stainless steel have been subjected to
tightening torques of 70 foot pounds without damage. The entire terminal can withstand torques well
in excess of the 20ft-lb recommended to secure an electrical connection.
WET PROCESS PORCELAIN BUSHINGS withstand severe weathering, Stainless steel flange and cap are
bonded to the porcelain body using an active alloy bond (75kVBil to 200kVBil, 12 inch to 30 inch creep).
BUSHING FLANGE is welded to the capacitor case, forming an extremely strong hermetic seal with
fewer leaks than soldered bushings.
SPECIAL FILLHOLE SEAL allows fill and seal under pressure to insure full impregnation and improved
performance. Avoids extended fill tube which reduces bushing strike.
DEPOSITED FILM DISCHARGE RESISTORS assure stable resistance characteristics and sustained highvoltage strength. Designed to drain the unit residual charge of 50 volts or less within five minutes,
these resistors contribute to safety for personnel during routine inspection or maintenance.
ALL-ALUMINUM TAP STRAPS or EXTENDED-FOIL ULTRASONIC WELDED CONSTRUCTION provide
connection with aluminum foil electrodes and provide the same purity as the electrodes.
MECHANICAL CLIPS on the tap straps or ultrasonic welding of foils avoid the possibility of solder
damaging the rolls or insulation.
DEAD-SOFT annealed aluminum foil is processed to exacting requirements at the GE Capacitor Plants
own foil mill to assure power factor stability.
FILM FOIL DIELECTRIC of HAZY ® polypropylene plastic made at our Capacitor Plant facility gives a low
loss, high reliability, long life product.
POLYPROPYLENE WRAP is friction welded around the pack for a secure hold with no mechanical
damage to the pad. Exact length control compresses pack to precise design dimensions to assure
adequate space factor and eliminate threat of failure due to dielectric voids.
STAINLESS STEEL MOUNTING BRACKETS are projection welded to case at eight or more points for extra
strength. Unpainted strip on underside of bracket provides automatic ground when capacitor is placed
in rack or hanger.
MANY LAYERS OF HIGH-DIELECTRIC-STRENGTH KRAFT PAPER insulate capacitor rolls from case. This
insulation raises the capacitor Basic Insulation Level to that of distribution transformers of the same
voltage rating.
STAINLESS STEEL CASE eliminates the need for protective repainting.
EPOXY PRIMER gives strong adhesion to stainless steel case. URETHANE PAINT aids heat dissipation,
provides pleasing appearance and meets ANSI outdoor Pole-top Transformer standards.
AUTOMATIC INERT-ARC FUSION welds are as strong as the stainless steel case itself. Welds are checked
by helium mass spectrometer with high sensitivity.
HEAVY DUTY FLUSH WELDED STAINLESS STEEL BOTTOM with runners gives superior strength and
durability. Runners keep weld seams from dragging on the ground.
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